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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Dear Member, 

Happy New Year! We expect 2018 to be epic. Both the challenges            
and opportunities will be more intense this year. As threats to           
freedom and independence increase, the opportunities to profit        
from thwarting those threats increase. Will you be ready to profit? 

In our first article Nicholas West dives deep into the globalist           
agenda to humanize robots and objectify humans. This trend has          
broad implications on freedom and hardly anyone is talking about          
it. 

Next, we have a special guest post from Derrick Broze who’s           
been an agorist before it was cool. Derrick describes some of the            
best tools to connect and trade with like-minded neighbors.         
Building these alternative networks makes life better in good times          
or bad. 

Brian Berletic paints an informative picture of Thailand’s economic         
freedom and self-sufficiency due to its vast “informal economy”         
that was encouraged by the King. The King did the opposite of            
surrounding countries by giving economic freedom to the people         
and it worked.  

There are two Wealth articles this month. First, by Vin Armani,           
covers how to get cryptocurrency without buying them. And then          
my bonus report on cryptocurrencies to watch in 2018. 

Stay free and prosper, 

Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Agenda To Humanize Robots And Objectify Humans  

 

By Nicholas West 

At Counter Markets, we have continued to highlight the many          
important trends in automation and artificial intelligence. The        
arrival of autonomous vehicles, precision farming and predictive        
medicine have been covered in these pages, each of which          
present opportunities and challenges in nearly equal measure.        
We have thus far avoided offering purely cautionary tales of          
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imminent apocalypse due to technology, as it has throughout         
history proven to be a double-edged source by its very nature.           
The key, we believe, is to understand and engage with technology           
so that we can help direct it toward its most beneficial aspects. 

However, a new trend in robotics and artificial intelligence has          
emerged which is beginning to enter territory so strange that it           
has become a daily mainstay of the Internet tabloids. It involves           
nothing less than assigning personhood to robots. This        
personalization of technology, therefore, threatens to literally take        
on a life of its own, tipping the balance severely toward potential            
disaster. 

The tabloids generally have highlighted titillating encounters       
between human beings and their devotion to one of the many new            
sex robots on the market as a sign of this “personalization,” so the             
trend might be easily misunderstood as purely sensational        
clickbait. Yet, we have experienced some odd reactions to more          
serious coverage of this topic in the independent media, which          
has led us to believe that there might be a bit more to the story               
than prurient interest alone. 

The trend that is emerging could in fact present a direct threat to             
anyone who wishes to uphold self-ownership as a paramount         
ideal and still remain engaged with the valid use of robotics as            
cooperative tools. We would be wise to look at some of the            
evidence which supports an agenda that fundamentally seeks to         
redefine this relationship between humans and robots. 

Humanoid Robots vs. Humanized  Robots 

Humanoid Robots 

The evolution of humanoid robots has been pursued for a variety           
of functions in manufacturing, as well as by the military. However,           
there has been a concurrent examination of how humanoid robots          
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infused with greater artificial intelligence could offer personal        
assistance or even emotional companionship, known as “social        
robots.”  

While the area of social robotics and the ethics surrounding the           
assignation of formerly human caregiving tasks has its own critics,          
there is still a rather clear delineation that these are inanimate           
androids that are at best a simulation of human beings and           
human behavior, rather than a full-on replacement. That is until          
true evolution begins to occur. 

Artificial intelligence is advancing to a degree where the         
boundaries are beginning to blur between the mimicking of human          
functions and behavior that is approaching individual autonomy.        
This path has caused the leading minds in science, philosophy          
and government to start addressing a likely imminent arrival of          
true machine consciousness that has the capacity for genuine         
emotions. 

Although the debate is far from resolved, even among those who           
are charged with studying this concept full time, we are beginning           
to see clear signs that a fair number of people are proceeding as             
though the evolution from machine intelligence to machine        
consciousness is a foregone conclusion. 
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Humanized Robots 

Artificial intelligence already has far surpassed the stage where it          
can defeat humans in raw processing power, as well as in tactical            
games considered to be the highest form of mental acuity such as            
Chess and Go. But artificial intelligence has gone even further          
and has begun to self-direct its own learning, both independently          
and cooperatively. 

This ability is seen by some to be the harbinger to full conscious             
awareness. For those people surmising that it is possible, it          
presents a quandary about affording legal status to a “smart          
machine” that evolves into self-awareness. 

If the robots of tomorrow attain consciousness and can exhibit          
mental or physical suffering, some ethicists argue that there         
would need to be legal consideration in the same way that any            
animal at least has the basic right to be protected from cruelty. 

Or would those rights need to be extended even further? 

Robert Sparrow, a philosopher at Monash University in        
Melbourne, Australia, thinks that’s just the beginning. What        
happens, he wonders, if a machine's “mind” is even greater          
than a human's? In a piece that appeared recently on          
TheCritique.com, he writes: “Indeed, not only would it be just          
as wrong to kill a machine that could pass the Turing test as             
to kill an adult human being, but, depending on the          
capacities of the machine, it might even be more wrong.”          
(Source: NBC News) 

Even more wrong? 

And what happens when robots begin having “children”? Or a          
hybrid robot/human is created? This is not as outlandish as it           
might appear. 
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Not many people thought that I was being serious in 2014 when I             
covered robot-to-robot reproduction as well as robot-human       
“procreation.” However, legitimate cybernetics experts have      
detailed how this can be accomplished. 

George Zarkadakis is an artificial intelligence engineer who        
believes that robots inevitably will move toward procreation        
rather quickly as they will wish to produce superior offspring.          
With the rapid advances made in the realm of 3D printing,           
they would likely begin by printing out their progeny, or          
perhaps would breed at the molecular level through their         
silicon and carbon make-up. Other experts such as        
Professor Noel Sharkey from England’s Sheffield University       
point to the same concept as the “Wikipedia for Robots” –           
through a simple software swap, new intelligence could be         
created, as well as the likelihood of other upgrades like virus           
protection. Incidentally, the organic component of this is also         
being researched by geneticists as downloadable DNA via        
our own human Internet. 

Sure enough, earlier this month Google announced that one of its           
A.I. supercomputers had created a subsystem called NASNet that         
could outperform human-created machine systems. The British       
tabloids jumped on this as proof that it had spawned an “A.I.            
Child.” While the sources and the language might be questioned,          
how sensational is that claim, really? This is evidence that          
computers can create other computers and essentially evolve. It’s         
exactly the type of scenario that I outlined in 2014. 

Combined with a legal framework of assigning personhood, as         
well as the growing human affinity for robotic systems – including           
humanoid (and sex) robots, I don’t think one even has to be a             
mediocre science fiction writer to see where this is headed. 
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Various governments have indeed started discussing a framework        
that effectively “humanizes” robots and thus infers an entirely new          
set of uses and limitations. But it also raises new questions about            
what freedoms actual humans are likely to have in this new           
reality. 

The European Union startled many at the beginning of 2017 when           
parliament announced that it was drawing up guidelines for         
“electronic personhood.” Under proposed regulations, which they       
claimed were being drawn up in response to the escalating          
amount of jobs lost to automation and the potential need for a            
Universal Basic Income for humans, several points in the draft          
were agreed to in a 17-2 vote: 

● The creation of a European agency for robotics and AI; 
● A legal definition of “smart autonomous robots”, with a         

system of registration of the most advanced of them; 
● An advisory code of conduct for robotics engineers aimed at          

guiding the ethical design, production and use of robots; 
● A new reporting structure for companies requiring them to         

report the contribution of robotics and AI to the economic          
results of a company for the purpose of taxation and social           
security contributions 

● A new mandatory insurance scheme for companies to cover         
damage caused by their robots. 

While some or all of the points might seem reasonable on the            
surface, it goes beyond the already controversial notion of         
corporate personhood and imparts a framework for human rights         
that they feel could become necessary for smart robots in the           
not-too-distant future. Others have gone even further: 

New Zealand is now the home of a what’s believed to be the             
world’s first robot politician, which is expected to make the ballot           
in 2020. While “SAM” might be seen as a novelty – or even a              
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creative statement of political protest – it shifts the Overton          
window of acceptable roles for the robots of the future. 

Saudi Arabia has taken the issue to its greatest extreme.          
Ironically, it comes from a place that has had a troubling record of             
affording basic rights to its human citizens (most especially,         
women). And, yet, Saudi Arabia has declared “Sophia” to be a           
robot citizen of the Kingdom. You can see the acceptance speech           
here via Business Insider at Saudi Arabia’s “Future Investment         
Initiative.” 

 

Sophia is a creation of Hanson Robotics, whose eponymous         
owner Dr. David Hanson is among the top proponents of          
humanizing robots. Many of his past statements (some made         
through Sophia) deserve to be highlighted, as they take on a           
more ominous meaning the farther we travel along this path of           
human/robot relationship building. 
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An Agenda? 

Some of what I have cited above could certainly be chalked up to             
novelty or mere attention-getting by certain parties involved.        
However, taken in its totality, it constitutes a trend that is           
beginning to reveal itself as a fuller integration of robots into the            
fabric of society and its governance. After all, Sophia does not           
only proclaim utility as a machine in the language of positivity           
from the video above, but has made proclamations about         
humanity itself that assumes a position of a literal ambassador for           
future robot relations with humans. 

In a feature video from CNBC early in 2016, Sophia and her            
creator can be heard outlining a path toward becoming human.          
Sophia first tells us that she would like to be "an ambassador" to             
humans, as well as to continue her evolution through formal          
education, studying art and eventually creating a business and         
having a family. Hanson explicitly states that Sophia will become          
as "conscious, creative, and capable as any human." This         
statement is followed by a key concern of not having the rights of             
a human. Now that Saudi Arabia has taken the first steps across            
that bridge, as well as putting Sophia on an international stage in            
that aforementioned ambassador role, we would be unwise to         
dismiss the rest of the possibilities. 

One other comment Sophia made prompted me to write an article           
at the time. At the end of the video, amid a nervous chuckle from              
the robot’s creator, Sophia is asked, “Do you want to destroy           
humans? Please say no.” She responded, “OK, I will destroy          
humans.” It was in poor taste, at best; and indicative of a            
disturbing flexibility in the programming, at worst. 

It is further troubling that those of us who are not willing to ignore              
this topic in the hope that it goes away are beginning to encounter             
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puzzling barriers to spreading the word about these new         
developments toward fully humanizing robots. 

Counter Market’s Vin Armani recently addressed a central        
confusion that is leading us in this direction where subject and           
object are being fundamentally altered. In his video “As Robots          
Approach, Object vs. Subject Is Being Confused,” originally        
posted to the Activist Post YouTube channel, he read an article           
about sex robots and how the author posited that they might lead            
to the objectification of women. Rather, Vin suggested, it was the           
subjectification of robots that the writer was promoting –         
knowingly or not. In other words, by supposing that any human           
activity which eradicates self-ownership (objectification) from a       
human being, when done to a robot is “virtually” the same. That’s            
impossible as only a living, conscious being can have its          
self-ownership threatened. 

Oddly, the Activist Post YouTube channel was completely        
removed shortly after the video was posted, despite having not a           
single previous strike against it. The robot censors must’ve been          
triggered. 

Perhaps this one event could have been an aberration (though an           
appeal for reinstatement was subsequently denied by YouTube),        
but something similar happened to James Corbett, another        
outspoken opponent of humanizing robots. While his channel        
corbettreport was not completely taken down, his video received         
an age restriction by YouTube, thus reducing its potential reach.  

His 5-minute video called “We Need to Stop Normalizing This,”          
now able to be seen here at his own web page, simply offers his              
opinion about Sophia and the concept of robot citizens, as well as            
the social dangers of humanizing them. There is absolutely         
nothing profane in his presentation that I can detect which would           
warrant an age restriction. 
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Interestingly, as James explains, he himself fell prey to a          
confusion of language when he refers to the robot Sophia as           
“she.” I then went back to my own article on the topic and was              
alarmed to find that I, too, addressed this inanimate object as           
though it were actually human, illustrating how careful we must be           
not to inadvertently accept this as a new reality.  

Vin’s follow-up video to these developments, “Why Giving Robots         
(Objects) Citizenship is Crazy” is a must-see, as it further details           
why the subject-object confusion has become absolutely central        
to the entire issue now that robot rights are becoming a reality.            
This permission quickly stems from the other irrational notions         
that we have seen such as robot taxes or robot citizenship. It also             
seems to dovetail with new definitions about gender that further          
blur the lines of legal language that enshrines the rights of human            
beings, especially when it comes to the definitions of marriage.          
Vin takes it one step even further and raises the possibility that            
democracy itself could be perverted via robots’ newfound voting         
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rights as a way to impede upon the self-ownership of humans –            
the very process of objectification and dehumanization that we         
are discussing when applied to humanity. 

Here are some questions that Vin raises which we all would be            
wise to consider, as they reveal the scope and implications of this            
trend: 

● If a robot is granted citizenship and is granted a passport,           
applies for a visa to come to the U.S., and in the U.S. an              
American citizen decides they want to marry this robot, how          
will that be treated any differently than a standard marriage? 

● What if a robot commits a crime? Do you send the robot to             
jail? 

● Does a robot get to decide whether or not I turn it off? 
● Does a robot get to decide whether or not I touch it? 
● Whether or not I can reprogram it? 
● If I keep the robot in my house, is that false imprisonment? 
● If I dismantle the robot, is that murder? 
● If I touch that robot, can it get on Twitter with a #MeToo and              

say that I’m guilty of sexual assault? Doesn’t it have the right            
to do that as a citizen? Isn’t every citizen entitled to rights? 

Moreover, Vin concludes, is it really a coincidence that Google,          
which is fully invested in all aspects of robotics (and owns           
YouTube of course) would begin censoring those who strongly         
question the direction all of this is taking? 

Conclusion  

The “insidious” nature of this agenda, as James labels it, has           
begun to manifest in some other concerning ways. I was struck by            
a recent story that perfectly illustrates the pitfall of subject-object          
confusion we are warning to guard against. 
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The San Francisco SPCA, well-intentioned and compassionate       
humans on the whole I’m sure, somehow thought it was          
acceptable to use a patrol robot to “scare away” the homeless           
people who had been congregating outside their office. The object          
and subject clearly had been inverted by the minds that allowed           
this to take place.  

It is a precise example of why we feel compelled to alert readers             
to pay very close attention to this trend. We should tread very            
carefully with how we use the tool that is robotics. If the trend             
remains unchallenged toward humanizing robots and, in turn,        
dehumanizing ourselves, we might very well be asking who (or          
what) will need their rights protected from whom. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Best Tools To Connect And Trade Directly With Your         
Neighbors 

 

By Derrick Broze 

Part of the goal of publishing Counter Markets is to know how to             
thrive without being dependent on the current rigged and         
unsustainable system. Our focus is on providing tools for living          
free while learning to be an entrepreneur and, when possible, live           
off-grid. To accomplish these goals it is highly likely that you will            
have to work with other individuals. It is possible for one to            
attempt to go about their off-grid lifestyle in solitude, but working           
with other free humans in the interest of mutual aid and growth            
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will be of great benefit. You may end up working with current            
friends and acquaintances, or you might meet new allies in the           
push for independence. Either way, these relationships have the         
potential to help us achieve our goals at a quicker pace than we             
would alone. 

I would like to highlight several apps and websites which are           
helpful for connecting to your neighbors or other members of your           
city or town with similar interests. I would like to note that I have              
not in any way been paid or compensated to promote the use of             
these tools. I am promoting them as a user who believes they            
truly have value.These tools can be leveraged to spread the          
counter-economic message and build real-world examples of       
such activity.  

For those unfamiliar, counter-economics or informal economics is        
simply all economic exchanges that take place outside the hands          
(and records) of the government. This means there is no middle           
man taking a piece of exchanges.  

We are going to look at the websites and apps Freedom Cells,            
Nextdoor, Cell 411, Celly, and Matrix. Finally, we will look at a            
few ideas on non-digital organizing and networking. 

Let’s start with the Freedom Cell Network. Using the website          
FreedomCells.org one can locate other freedom-minded      
individuals within their city, state, or country with the specific goal           
of organizing in the real world and bypassing the need for           
government.  
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I launched the site in 2016 as an online platform for building            
mutual aid groups known as Freedom Cells. Freedom Cells are          
peer-to-peer groups made up of 8 people organizing themselves         
in a decentralized manner with the collective goal of asserting the           
sovereignty of group members through peaceful resistance and        
the creation of alternative institutions. Freedom Cells could be         
seen as a very specific type of mutual aid group, where agorism            
and counter-economics play a key role.  

The name comes as a response to State propaganda around          
“Terror Cells.” We are consciously choosing to reclaim the         
language and build cells that spread freedom. Also, FCs act like           
cells in a body that are performing important tasks individually          
while also serving the goal of the larger organism. In our vision,            
every FC is playing a vital role of spreading counter-economic          
activity and agorist philosophy while also forming a part of the           
larger network that will foster exchange of ideas and products          
between cells. 
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In the beginning, individuals can work together to accomplish         
goals such as every group member having 3 months worth of           
storable food, encrypted communication, a bug-out plan, and        
ensuring participants have access to firearms (or some form of          
self-defense) and know how to use them safely and proficiently.          
All the while, cell members make themselves readily available to          
render mutual aid to their cell, in whatever form that may come. 

Once you have established 7-9 people within a FC, each          
individual should be encouraged to then go on their own and start            
another FC, especially if the original members are not living in           
close proximity to one another. Living reasonably close to each          
other will allow for a quick response time in emergency situations.           
Once again, every member of the FCs should be encouraged to           
start additional cells. Eventually, the original would be connected         
to 7 to 9 additional cells through each individual member for a            
total of 70-90 people. Imagine the strength and influence these          
cells could exert once they are connected in the digital world via            
FreedomCells.org and in the physical world where possible.  

The creation of the Freedom Cell Network could also serve as           
social network for traveling agorists looking to do business in the           
counter-economy with other like-minds. Through building and       
supporting alternatives such as local food networks, health        
services, mutual defense groups, and peer-to-peer economies       
and communication networks, FCs will be better able to         
disconnect and decouple themselves from state institutions they        
deem unworthy of their support. Once groups become large         
enough in numbers, it becomes quite possible for participants to          
opt-out en masse and secure their liberty. 

Another vital tool for networking within your specific neighborhood         
is Nextdoor, a private social network for your neighborhood.         
Using the Nextdoor app (or Nextdoor.com) users connect with the          
local community, both digitally and in the real world.  
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Just like with your typical social network, users can create events,           
post on a bulletin board, and make new friends. However,          
Nextdoor has the added benefit of being focused on your specific           
neighborhood. This allows individuals to post important safety        
information, lost-and-found items, or counter-economic business      
opportunities, directly to those who live near them.  

For example, in Houston I live in The Free Thinker House activist            
community space. We have successfully used Nextdoor to        
connect to those closest to us and spread our philosophy, as well            
as our products. We began by building backyard and frontyard          
gardens at our house and selling the crops via Nextdoor. We also            
sell juice and kombucha tea using fruits harvested from trees of           
neighbors who are letting them go to waste. Beyond the great           
functionality of Nextdoor, it is also vital for helping us connect with            
those closest to us, which seems like one of the most important            
tasks at the moment. 

Cell 411 is another great tool that fits perfectly with the concept of             
Freedom Cells. At GetCell411.com users can download the app         
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which describes itself as a “real-time, free emergency        
management platform.” This means it allows you to create “cells”          
or groups to which you can send out direct alerts in the case of a               
flat tire, car accident, violence from a State agent, or some other            
emergency. Users can also livestream directly from the app to          
“cop watch” or film an emergency. The app also allows for truly            
agorist ridesharing where a third party does not dictate the price           
of the trip or the currency that must be used.  

 

If one were to use Cell 411 with an already existing Freedom Cell             
this would make the process of communication even easier. All          
you need is to have each member active on Cell 411 by creating             
a local cell that people can see and join. You might use Nextdoor             
to organize a local neighborhood watch and have all watch          
members using Cell 411 to communicate. Perhaps one decides to          
use Cell 411 during weather emergencies to communicate and         
respond to dangerous situations. The possibilities are endless for         
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combining the concept of Freedom Cells with Nextdoor and Cell          
411. 

Celly (Cel.ly) is another great tool for activists looking to organize,           
and works perfectly with our goals for Freedom Cells. Celly says           
their mission is “to build a culture of sharing, trust, and           
authenticity so people can learn together.”  

 

The Celly network is set up so that users can receive updates via             
text, their laptop, or by using the app directly. This allows users to             
join whether they have a smartphone or a computer. The app was            
originally designed for use in classrooms to help teachers connect          
with their students. However, the app has expanded beyond the          
classroom and has become an essential tool for organizing at the           
office, in the street, for emergency services, or simply as a tool for             
communication.  
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Once again, individuals create cells and can easily add people to           
the cells for ease of communication between cell members. By          
creating a cell for your community, you can easily communicate          
with everyone, regardless of the variety of platforms being used.          
Whether it's warning of a danger, sending out a call to action,            
spreading knowledge, or simply chatting, this tool is a great          
choice. 

The final digital tool I will mention is one that has only recently             
come into my world. Matrix is an opensource project building an           
open network for secure, decentralized communication. What       
does that mean? It means that Matrix allows for decentralized          
messaging and video calling across platforms with the added         
benefit of end-to-end encryption.  

 

This tool would also fit nicely into the goal of Freedom Cells and             
could work with Cell 411 and Celly. Potentially, Matrix could          
replace all of them, or we might be able combine all these tools             
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and communicate across individual platforms. The possibilities       
seem endless with this new and exciting tool. Check out Matrix for            
more details. 

Sounds Great, But What If The Power Goes Out? 

Of course, all the tools I just mentioned are dependent on two            
things: 1. The Internet working 2. The electricity being on.          
Obviously, these are two weak points that we might not always           
have the luxury of enjoying. Does this mean that we should           
abandon all digital tools and only organize in the real world? I            
would say most certainly not. We should make use of all available            
tools. However, we should indeed make plans and have         
discussions with our Freedom Cells about what to do if and when            
the Internet is restricted or subject to even more surveillance. We           
should roleplay how our cells and neighborhoods will respond if          
we lose access to electricity - whether it’s due to a weather            
emergency, malfunction, terror attack or any other calamity that         
may befall our communities. 
 
Even if you opt not to use FreedomCells.org or Nextdoor.com,          
you should seek out neighborhood organizational meetings, town        
halls, homeowners association meetings, etc. Perhaps organize a        
neighborhood block party, potluck lunch, or barbecue where        
everyone gets to know each other a little better. We must           
consider what the future might look like if we have no connection            
to our neighbors and if they are completely propagandized and          
dependent upon the State. Whether you start with digital tools or           
simply knock on your neighbors’ doors, it is to our benefit to make             
an effort to get to know and connect with them as soon as             
possible.  
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
Thai Counter-Economics: A Case Study 

By Brian Berletic 

I have called Thailand home for the better part of my adult life. It              
is where I first learned about self-sufficiency, grey markets, and          
counter-economics before I ever heard the word “agorism” or         
correctly understood the term “anarchy”. 
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It is a land of diversity, from large centralized corporate          
monopolies pursuing globalization, to a nationwide decentralized       
economic mesh of local, independent businesses and       
entrepreneurs. It is a land where the King preaches         
self-sufficiency, self-reliance, and localism. And a land where        
organic agriculture is taking root and spreading faster than         
domestic and foreign big-ag can keep up.  

A Southeast Asian nation with a population of nearly 70 million,           
Thailand boasts a thriving gold market, shopping malls filled with          
pirated software and consumer goods side by side the genuine          
articles, and markets of every kind lingering somewhere between         
grey and black where police and proprietors have come to an           
agreement to contain rather than ban what would otherwise be          
“illegal.”  

It is a living, breathing example of counter-economics in practice,          
far removed from the pedantic philosophical discussions often        
had by armchair agorists and anarchists. It is messy, but it is real.             
It is governed by real human sociobiology, real socioeconomics,         
and very real, tangible market forces.  

It is also a living, breathing vindication of many aspects of           
counter-economics, and a wake-up call for some of the more          
unrealistic ideas surrounding the concept. 

The Agorist King  

King Bhumibol Adulyadej (King Rama 9) served as Thailand’s         
head of state for more than six decades. He represented an           
ancient institution more than seven centuries old and one that has           
the distinction of preserving the nation’s sovereignty in a global          
region that had otherwise been completely dominated by        
European colonization. 
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The key to Thailand’s success was not only the adept diplomacy           
practiced by the Thai Monarchy and the fierce unity and          
independence it inspired among the Thai people, but also the          
strong, diverse, and self-sufficient economy it has cultivated        
throughout history.  

King Rama 9 spent decades refining and honing these economic          
principles into what is now known as the Sufficiency Economy.          
Spurred by the 1990s IMF crisis, King Rama 9 realized that not            
only was individual independence rooted in self-sufficiency, but        
Thailand’s independence as a whole was as well.  

Far from just an economic theory, it has been put into practice in             
virtually every corner of the Kingdom.  

It stresses localization, self-sufficiency, sustainability, and      
economic diversity. It lays out an entire plan for individuals to           
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establish personal socioeconomic freedom, avoid debt, and grow        
their economic activities from subsistence farming to more        
complex forms of entrepreneurship.  

The Sufficiency Economy begins with three steps: 

1. Implementation and Production; 
2. Expansion and Marketing and; 
3. Advancement, Processing, and Adding Value.  

Step 1 involves subsistence farming as the foundation for building          
personal socioeconomic freedom upon.  

It involves polyculture farming (the growing of multiple crops),         
caring for simple livestock like chickens, and aquaculture (fish         
farming). A farmer’s fish pond not only serves as a source of food,             
but is also meant to serve as storage for water between rainy            
seasons rather than depend solely on Thailand’s extensive,        
centralized irrigation infrastructure.  

Step 2 involves selling agricultural surplus for income. The         
polyculture approach not only provides a wide variety of food for           
the farmer’s own diet, but also provides a variety of produce for            
sale, hedging against risks in the market for any one single crop.  

Today as the backlash against big-ag sweeps the globe, many          
may recognize this approach as the proposed solution for         
dangerous and unsustainable monoculture.  

Step 3 involves investing extra income toward expanded        
economic activities ranging from food processing for value-added        
products, to other industrial processes and services. 

For example, solar energy is being used to build local power grids            
in Thailand. IT and automation is being used by farmers to           
improve the efficiency of their farms, network together to learn          
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from each other’s successes and failures, and also to connect          
directly with markets and consumers. 

And as technology advances, the basic concepts underpinning        
the Sufficiency Economy are expanding in width and depth with it.  

King Rama 9 oversaw a number of model projects that have been            
so successful and have worked for so long, many Thais take them            
for granted and are unaware of the origin stories behind some of            
the most ubiquitous brands now found on the shelves of Thai           
stores. This includes Doi Tung which began as a project to free            
northern villagers from opium gangs.  

The project saw the creation of local processing plants for locally           
grown fruits and vegetables as well as the building of the Doi            
Tung brand and the logistical networks required to export produce          
across the country. Other communities now use this model to          
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create their own localized processing, marketing, and branding        
cooperatives. 

King Rama 9 also built a nationwide network of demonstration          
and training centers. Knowledge regarding new processing       
technology, alternative energy solutions, and agricultural      
equipment is disseminated from these centers.  

New species introduced for Thai agriculture are also distributed         
through this network. Nile tilapia used heavily in Thai aquaculture          
were first introduced through this network and now can be found           
on menus in virtually every restaurant. Easy to raise, farmers          
nationwide can now include tilapia as a potential cash crop.  

These royal projects also provide a counterweight to domestic         
and international big-ag. When Thai farmers began importing and         
raising Australian redclaw crayfish, pressure from agricultural       
giant CP to ban their cultivation and preserve the firm's growing           
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grip on aquaculture was met by a royal project to import redclaw            
crayfish and train farmers on how to raise and market them.  

Every corner of the Kingdom has benefited from the decades King           
Rama 9 promoted the Sufficiency Economy. Today, the principles         
of localization, economic self-sufficiency, and sustainability have       
become ingrained across a large segment of the population,         
inspiring a multitude of projects built on these principles.  

As the rest of the world recoils from the failures of globalization            
and begins revisiting the ideas of localization, self-sufficiency, and         
self-reliance, King Rama 9’s work has become socially        
self-sustaining with global trends now finally, positively feeding        
into the many movements he worked to establish. 

While an “Agorist King” might seem counterintuitive to academic         
agorists and ideological purists, Thailand proves that, in the real          
world, ideological purity counts less than constructive, tangible        
work toward building a real agorist future.  

Gold and Grey Markets  

Thailand has a thriving street-level gold market. Gold has a          
significant historical, cultural, and social role in Thailand. Thai         
currency called “baht” derives its name from the unit used to           
measure the weight of gold. Today, the term “baht” still refers           
either to Thailand’s paper currency, or to measure gold.  

Shops exist virtually everywhere, typically filled with gold in         
jewelry, coin, and bullion form.  

While you cannot pay for goods with gold outright, because of its            
liquidity, you can easily sell your gold in these shops for their            
market price that day.  

Buying gold is perceived by Thais in a variety of ways. It is bought              
as part of traditional marriages in place of diamond rings in           
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Western culture. It is also seen as a sound investment to diversify            
personal portfolios and hedge against a variety of financial risks,          
as well as an alternative to banks as a store of value. 

Thais facing personal financial troubles will often turn to their gold           
as a means of paying off urgent debts. Gold is also sold to finance              
investments in personal business ventures, and then reacquired if         
the business does well.  

Another aspect of Thailand’s markets is the various shades of          
grey you will find on the streets. There are street vendors as well             
as high-end shopping malls with IT shops openly selling         
proprietary software for 2-3 USD. Shops also openly advertise         
“jail breaking” smartphones and converting printers from       
proprietary ink systems to generic and easily refilled alternatives.  

“Replica” brand goods are also sold, with the caveat being that           
purchasers know that it is a “replica” and not the genuine article.  
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When energy cartels squeezed the globe with high oil prices, car           
shops in Thailand began converting cars for customers to run on           
everything from ethanol to compressed natural gas. And while         
Thailand’s own energy industry is controlled by a handful of          
foreign and domestic energy companies, a wide variety of         
alternative fuels were provided at pumping stations specifically        
because, if they weren’t, energy monopolies knew Thailand’s        
mature grey market would have provided them instead. 

While none of this is technically legal, vendors, police, and the           
government have all come to an agreement, with boundaries         
drawn and these various activities neither banned nor condoned,         
but rather “contained.”  

As to why the government and police would come to this           
agreement in Thailand when authorities in other countries do not          
will become clear in a moment.  

As technology advances, opensource software and hardware,       
alternative energy, as well as the localized manufacturing of         
desirable consumer products are slowly replacing the need for         
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pirated software, bootleg DVDs and CDs, “replica” consumer        
goods, or ad hoc automotive conversions. But until this process is           
complete, and as long as firms insist on using legality to defend            
“intellectual property” and monopolies there will be grey markets         
in Thailand providing consumers with ample alternatives. 

Self-Employment  

In Thailand, becoming self-employed is as simple as buying from          
one of many wholesale markets and reselling to target markets.          
Bangkok’s famous Pratunam market lies at the center of a          
massive wholesale-resale network comprised of thousands of       
entrepreneurs who purchase clothing in bulk and resell it either          
physically in small shops and via street vending nationwide, or          
online domestically and internationally. 

Entire businesses have grown simply to support this activity. In          
Bangkok, online selling has become so popular that the national          
post office has established branches that remain open until         
midnight to accommodate the scale and schedule of individuals         
engaged in retail. 
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Street vending, market shops, and shophouses are also used         
extensively for food and beverage operations. On any given block          
in Bangkok or other Thai provincial cities, cafes and restaurants          
owned and operated by individuals or families are commonplace.         
Rules and regulations are minimal, with informed consumers and         
vendors eager to satisfy serving as the primary motive to keep           
shops clean and healthy.  

Pantip.com serves as an online forum where (among many other          
topics) scams, business practices, health hazards, as well as         
general business opportunities are extensively discussed. 

Information on Pantip is aimed at both consumers and business          
owners. The dark blue background of the online forum is a           
common sight on the smartphones of Thais across the country. It           
often serves as the first stop for prospective business owners          
looking for information on how to best enter any particular market.           
It is also a wellspring of knowledge used to keep Thailand’s           
consumer base well-informed.  
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Called the “informal economy” in Thailand, many self-employed        
Thais pay little or no taxes. Thais also pay little or no taxes on              
their private property unless their property is used to host a           
substantial business.  

The lack of oppressive taxation and restrictive rules and         
regulations makes it relatively easy for aspiring entrepreneurs        
with sound business models and financial acumen to make a          
decent living. And contrary to what proponents of extensive         
taxation claim, Thailand is an example of how taxation can be           
kept minimal while roads and other forms of essential         
infrastructure and services can still be provided.  

Balancing on the Edge of Order and Chaos  

How is all of this possible? Thailand certainly benefits from the           
fact that self-sufficiency and localization is promoted by its         
Monarchy, and while the Thai Monarchy is a powerful institution,          
there is another ingredient to Thailand’s agorist successes.  

It is estimated that over half of Thailand’s GDP is produced by the             
so-called “informal economy.”  

Pressure is kept on the government to keep things the way they            
are because of the large number of self-employed people in the           
country who are willing to actively oppose attempts by business          
leaders, foreign corporations, and the politicians who       
accommodate both, to replicate Western-style “formal economics”       
or simply, centralization and monopolies.  

Opposition is not done in the form of protests which are the sole             
realm of political infighting, but rather through the market itself.          
Rules and regulations that are seen as overly oppressive and          
unreasonable are simply ignored. Police charged with       
enforcement are simply bought off by business owners in such          
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large numbers that a centralized government, regardless of        
lobbying pressure, simply cannot stop it.  

As long as the general public patronizes the informal economy,          
and in particular an activity targeted with excessive rules,         
regulations, or taxation, the informal economy has leverage to         
fight back. If the general public finds a specific activity has           
crossed sociocultural lines and is deemed undesirable or        
inappropriate, the balance tips in favor of rules, regulations, and          
taxation.  

Key to maintaining balance is having a large number of ordinary           
people with a direct stake in the game. Self-employed business          
owners whose livelihoods depend on their ability to conduct         
business without excessive rules, regulations, and oppressive       
taxation are more willing to fight against all three than office and            
factory workers who depend on large corporations to pay them          
their monthly salary.  

In the West, we can see the balance of power tipping in favor of              
organic agriculture as the number of those entering into organic          
farming increases and more have a direct stake in fighting to           
prevent opportunities from being regulated and taxed into        
oblivion. Thailand simply has many more people involved in many          
more economic sectors doing this already.  

Other emerging technologies ranging from personal      
manufacturing to cryptocurrency and the economic      
decentralization that will follow will require a similar landscape         
filled with people who possess both a direct stake in the action,            
and who have resources and leverage to help balance order and           
chaos in their collective favor.  

For Thailand, the process is continuous, with technological and IT          
innovations making their way into this agorist labyrinth. Everything         
from Uber and Airbnb, to cryptocurrencies, alternative energy,        
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electric vehicles, urban agriculture, and 3D printing are taking the          
principles of self-sufficiency to another level, giving further        
leverage to the individual, and collectively to the balancing act          
being performed by the Thai informal economy.  

There is a lot to be learned by agorists abroad from the history             
and present day Thai economy including the importance of         
instilling the public with a sense of self-sufficiency and         
self-reliance, as well as simply creating practical solutions that are          
easier and more profitable than patronizing and empowering        
centralized monopolies. There is merit in making philosophical        
arguments for decentralization, but more merit in proving them in          
the markets.  

There is also the necessity to understand that decentralization in          
Thailand is successful because it is truly decentralization. It is not           
merely the stripping away of established corporate power and         
transferring it to a cliche of nouveau riche. It is the existence of             
thousands upon thousands of independent entrepreneurs in place        
of where centralized monopolies would otherwise be.  

For Thailand, the process is not over. Human nature ensures that           
there will always be a desire to amass unwarranted power and           
influence by anyone with the means to do so. For Thailand, it will             
be a continuous process to maintain a balance right at the edge            
between order and chaos; to prevent order from becoming         
monopolies, and oppression or chaos from becoming economic        
collapse and ruination.  

Understanding that human nature is often indifferent to logical or          
philosophical discourse, and is swayed more by actions, reveals         
the secret ingredient to Thailand’s successful counter-economics.  

Prove it, and they will buy and sell it. 
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WEALTH 

Acquiring Cryptocurrency Without Buying Them: EARN IT! 

 

By Vin Armani  

Our goal in starting Counter Markets was to create a publication           
that would lead readers to greater personal liberty through         
increased financial awareness and entrepreneurial acumen. As       
our tagline indicates, we strive to document “trends and         
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strategies” that, when recognized and leveraged, provide       
“maximum freedom.” I’m proud to be a part of our wonderful team            
and this publication truly meets our original vision.  

As Agorist entrepreneurs, we believe that there is great power in           
holding strong to the values of libertarianism and voluntaryism as          
we practice business. Grey (and to a certain extent black)          
markets are, in our opinion, an effective means to move our           
culture in a positive direction and toward more liberty. To that end,            
we focus heavily on cryptocurrency here at Counter Markets.  

In just the short lifespan of our publication, cryptocurrencies like          
Bitcoin and Ethereum have moved from being libertarian novelties         
to a global financial phenomenon. Even the major trading houses          
are playing in this new financial sector and governments are          
rushing to tax and regulate (read: steal) cryptocurrencies. The         
trend with cryptocurrencies is toward less liberty - certainly less          
than we have experienced in the space so far. In this article, I             
want to present one very important strategy for maximum freedom          
- acquiring cryptocurrency without “buying” it using fiat        
government currency. 

There is no freedom without economic freedom. We know this to           
our core. The “least free” state of being for any individual is            
slavery. Chattel slaves and prisoners in hard labor camps -          
fundamentally the same proposition - are the bottom layer of any           
figurative “hierarchy of liberty.”  

It should be no surprise that the ideological movement now known           
as “libertarianism” can trace its roots back to the Abolitionist          
Movement of the 19th century. Surely, as long as a society has            
members who are slaves, that society cannot lay any claim to the            
moral high ground in the context of liberty. And what makes a            
slave a slave? 
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A slave is an individual who is made to labor through the use of              
coercive violence and who is denied the right to possess the fruits            
of said labor (private property), again, through the use of coercive           
violence. A chattel slave is denied 100% of the fruits of his or her              
labor - rightful property stolen at the point of a gun. At what             
percentage does he cease to be a slave? 

This economic thought puzzle is the root of all historical          
philosophical inquiry into liberty. All liberation movements have,        
as their point of orientation, a reduction of the “slavery          
percentage” of the individual. Therefore, all liberating       
revolutionary struggles are economic in nature.  

The action of Jesus Christ which was most responsible for his           
execution by the state was his overturning of the money          
changers’ tables in the temple - upsetting the economic order and           
demanding liberty. When Martin Luther nailed his “Ninety-five        
Theses” to the door of The All Saints’ Church in Wittenberg,           
sparking the Protestant Reformation, he was protesting the        
Pope’s use of indulgences to raise funds - upsetting the economic           
order and demanding liberty. This action saw Luther accused of          
heresy and excommunicated from the Catholic Church. The        
American and French Revolutions were clear upheavals of        
primarily the medieval economic order and a demand for more          
liberty. The Indian Independence Movement took hold when        
Gandhi marched to the sea with thousands of Indians to make           
salt in defiance of the British salt taxes. To hold fast to liberty is to               
hold fast to economic liberty. 

Written into the Bitcoin Genesis Block, the first block in the Bitcoin            
blockchain (also called “Block Zero”), is a message from Satoshi          
Nakamoto. The message serves both as a verification of the date           
when the Genesis Block was mined and an indication of Satoshi’s           
reason for creating the first cryptocurrency. The message is a          
headline: “The Times 03/Jan/2009 Chancellor on brink of second         
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bailout for banks.” Read an archive of the actual article here:           
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/chancellor-alistair-darling-on-bri
nk-of-second-bailout-for-banks-n9l382mn62h. 

Satoshi made no mystery of the fact that he saw the unholy            
alliance between the central bankers and the state as a          
fundamental threat to the liberty and security of humanity. In this           
understanding, Satoshi is right in line with Jesus, who had seen           
the danger in the alliance between the spiritual rulers of Israel and            
the Roman state - both of which, finally, colluded in his crucifixion.            
And yet, just as Christianity became the official religion of Rome,           
cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin and its forks, are increasingly        
becoming the domain of the exact banks (and states) that Satoshi           
sought to circumvent.  

We, as CryptoSavages have a choice in how this scenario plays           
out. Our decisions will shape the future of liberty in our lifetime. 

With 13.3 million users as of November 2017, Coinbase has          
become the behemoth of cryptocurrency exchanges. In       
December 2017, just a few weeks before I am writing this article,            
it was announced that the Coinbase app was the most          
downloaded app in the Apple App Store. Coinbase (and its          
associated exchange, GDAX) is the exchange that is the most          
compliant with the dictates of both the state and the financial           
institutions. It is most people’s on-ramp and off-ramp connecting         
the Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, and Ethereum blockchains,        
providing easy movement from fiat to cryptocurrency.  

In November, Coinbase was ordered by a judge to surrender          
records for tens of thousands of customers, exposing those         
individuals and businesses to new tax liability and, as this first           
release only covers from 2013 to 2015, threatening the security          
(and liberty) of all past, current, and future Coinbase customers. It           
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surely won’t be long before the relationship between the state and           
Coinbase is as intimate as it is with other financial institutions.  

Even PayPal customers are regularly subject to IRS levies         
against their PayPal accounts - activity in which the online          
payment service obligingly participates. It should be expected that         
this is the path that all fiat-to-crypto exchanges will take in the            
very near term. So, with this scenario in mind, what are our            
“strategies for maximum freedom?” 

From the debut issue, we have made Counter Markets available          
for purchase with cryptocurrency. Although we also support        
payments via PayPal and credit card, most subscribers choose to          
pay with cryptocurrency. This is not necessarily typical of all          
products that you might consider selling for cryptocurrency, but         
the nature of our content is perfectly aligned with a customer who            
already holds crypto.  

I have come to love CoinPayments, the payment processor that          
we use to process cryptocurrency payments for Counter Markets.         
The company is a minor player in the cryptocurrency payment          
processor space when it comes to market share. The two biggest           
entities in that burgeoning industry are BitPay and Coinbase.         
However, the latter two companies made the decision to only          
support Bitcoin “Legacy” (BTC). As mining fees have skyrocketed         
over the last 6 months, the viability of BTC as a medium of             
exchange has all but evaporated. Even the most stalwart         
supporters of the original blockchain admit (and even embrace)         
that fact.  

CoinPayments has always supported multiple currencies natively       
(the current total is over 80 different tokens) including Bitcoin,          
Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, Litecoin, Dash, Monero, and Zcash.        
Also, CoinPayments allows merchants to use their service without         
providing any personal or financial information. Privacy and liberty         
always go hand in hand. I personally use CoinPayments to          
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process payments for my books, my vodka, and my coding          
classes. When BTC fees became unwieldy, it took mere minutes          
to remove it from the list of accepted currencies. 

BitPay has announced support for Bitcoin Cash and will launch          
within 2 months. It should be expected that Coinbase will follow           
suit. While CoinPayments is, in my opinion, technically superior to          
the merchant solution offered by Coinbase and BitPay, it does          
require more technical savvy to integrate into your workflow.         
BitPay and Coinbase, on the other hand, easily integrate into          
turnkey solutions such as those provided by Shopify. 

Selling goods and services (and your labor) is, obviously, the best           
way to acquire cryptocurrency without exchanging fiat for it. After          
all, that’s how you acquire fiat, isn’t it? 

If you are selling goods or services in person, having a multicoin            
wallet on your phone is a must. If you are willing to take physical              
paper cash, you should also accept cryptocurrency. If you         
process payments via a mobile card reader (like Square), you          
should be accepting cryptocurrency.  

Last month, Craigslist announced that, when posting “For Sale”         
ads, sellers can now check a box indicating that they are willing to             
accept cryptocurrency for goods. This means that “accepts        
cryptocurrency” is now a viable search filter, similar to “has          
photo.” Simply by accepting cryptocurrency in exchange for        
goods, you give yourself a competitive advantage in the market.          
And all that is required is to download a wallet app (I recommend             
Coinomi). 
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If you are selling goods online, you will need a platform and a             
payment processor. I have been more than satisfied with the          
stack of Wordpress + WooCommerce (plugin) + CoinPayments        
(plugin) + MailChimp (plugin). That combination of services can         
be launched for simply the cost of hosting and any costs           
associated with the purchase of a custom theme. That is          
generally under $100 up front and under $20 per month.  

WooCommerce has native PayPal integration which allows you to         
accept PayPal and credit cards right out of the box. Integration           
with CoinPayments takes under 5 minutes. Although you can hire          
a webmaster to set up your store, the process requires no coding            
and is well worth your time to learn. Although it may take you a              
couple of weeks to set up your first store (in the worst case) if you               
have no experience with WordPress, you will be able to set up            
subsequent storefronts in an afternoon.  

That type of knowledge can provide you with a new stream of            
income all its own - you are now an experienced webmaster who            
can charge for your services.  

Shopify is also an option for those who want a more turnkey            
solution. In that case you should enable BitPay and select to           
receive cryptocurrency from the processor as opposed to fiat         
deposited to your attached bank account. 
 
For brick-and-mortar businesses, the crypto payment processing       
space is still relatively unsophisticated. I have not yet encountered          
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a point-of-sale product that I felt comfortable recommending.        
What is needed in that space is a company like Square that            
provides an integrated service (payment processing, inventory       
control, payroll, etc.) that can run on consumer electronics. The          
Square Register point-of-sale system has been truly disruptive        
and a cryptocurrency equivalent would surely spark a revolution. 

For now, one possible solution is for a merchant to purchase and            
install a multi-cryptocurrency ATM in their business that will sell          
customers crypto in exchange for cash, which can then be used           
to purchase goods in the store. One advantage of this solution is            
that the ATM itself will provide a stream of revenue, through the            
ATM fees, regardless of ATM users choosing to shop in the store.            
For more on cryptocurrency ATMs, check out my article in the           
August 2017 issue of Counter Markets. 

For content creators, viable cryptocurrency content ecosystems       
are emerging. The most well known is Steemit.com, an open          
blogging platform where content creators are paid in tokens from          
the STEEM blockchain. STEEM tokens are easily converted on all          
major exchanges. Merchants using CoinPayments can accept       
STEEM directly for goods. The STEEM platform is open, and          
other services which use the blockchain have arisen. DTube, a          
video sharing site with a YouTube feel, is one such example. Top            
videos on DTube regularly earn hundreds of dollars worth of          
STEEM. Similar platforms, like Yours.org use other popular        
cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin Cash, with miner fees of under one cent,          
is the currency that Yours.org chose, and it seems perfectly suited           
to the task of providing micropayments when audience members         
upvote or comment on a post.  

In a similar vein, a bot recently appeared on Twitter which allows            
users to “tip” other users in Bitcoin Cash. The bot is called            
@tipprbot. Users send a tip by responding to a tweet that they            
found worthy with the message “$1 @tipprbot” (to tip the creator           
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of the original post one dollar worth of BCH) and the bot handles             
the rest. Tipprbot is a unique and elegant use of Bitcoin Cash            
and, I think, provides a glimpse at a revenue model for content            
creators. I can easily envision a person using Periscope (and the           
tweet in which their Periscope video is embedded) to acquire tips,           
in the vein of a street musician (busker). A popular entertainer           
could make thousands of dollars of cryptocurrency per        
performance with this method ... without ever needing to leave the           
house. 
 
I believe that the most important metric, when it comes to           
cryptocurrency adoption as a catalyst for greater individual liberty,         
is how many people are receiving their wages in cryptocurrency.          
Most people are not entrepreneurs or capitalists. Most people         
participate in the labor market as laborers and receive a regular           
paycheck. When a majority of those paychecks are delivered via          
permissionless, decentralized blockchains, then we will have       
entered a new era of (economic) liberty. In order for that scenario            
to become a reality, the businesses which employ laborers must          
hold cryptocurrency reserves that can at least cover payroll. In          
order to hold such reserves, those businesses must accept         
cryptocurrency as payment. When a critical mass of merchants         
accept cryptocurrency and a critical mass of consumers earn their          
wages in cryptocurrency, this new ecosystem of liberty will be a           
closed loop. You have the opportunity to be on the forefront of this             
movement. Those who are the pioneers of this new world stand to            
benefit immensely. It all begins with the first step. Take it. 
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10 Lesser-Known Cryptocurrencies To Watch In 2018  

 

By Jeff Paul 

2017 began with Bitcoin at $1000 each. We ended the year           
around $13500 per Bitcoin. The total cryptocurrency market cap         
began 2017 at $18 billion and ended the year at $600 billion. That             
is parabolic growth! Although there will be some corrections along          
the way, we expect much more capital to flow into          
cryptocurrencies in 2018. 

Cryptocurrencies are more efficient and honest than government        
money. They are governed by math and voluntary market activity          
instead of central bankers and force of law. And top cryptos are            
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scarce assets while governments print more and more paper         
money (as debt). 

Because it's better money with a limited supply, early-adoption         
rates will continue to escalate in 2018 and the price of top            
cryptocurrencies could go much, much higher. 

Many believe that cryptocurrencies are in a bubble due to their           
epic rise in 2017. Yet, it seems more likely that the cryptocurrency            
and blockchain industry is at the beginning of the “expansion”          
phase of the S-curve business life cycle seen in the graph below: 

 

The cryptocurrency industry is nowhere near mass adoption or         
maturity. The expansion phase with peaks and valleys could last          
another decade or longer. 

Remember, the iPhone (smartphone) was invented in 2007. Just         
over a decade ago. While smartphones appear to have reached          
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maturity in much of the industrialized world (77% in US), a large            
majority of humans still don't have a smartphone. 

According to Statista:  

The number of smartphone users is forecast to grow from          
2.1 billion in 2016 to around 2.5 billion in 2019, with           
smartphone penetration rates increasing as well. Just over        
36 percent of the world's population is projected to use a           
smartphone by 2018, up from about 10 percent in 2011. 

So smartphone adoption went from 10% in 2011 to an estimated           
36% by 2018. That is ongoing parabolic growth! Adoption of          
smartphones still hasn't reached global maturity. 

Cryptocurrency adoption is way earlier in the expansion phase         
than smartphones. And every human on the planet requires some          
form of currency. 

A comprehensive 114-page study conducted by the University of         
Cambridge (funded by VISA) found the total number of unique          
active users of cryptocurrency wallets was estimated to be         
between 2.9 million and 5.8 million in April 2017 - less than 0.1%             
of the population. 

As you know, there has been incredible growth in cryptocurrency          
since April 2017. Still, current global adoption is likely under 2%.           
This “early adopter” phase leads to innovation that makes the          
technology easier to use, allowing for mass adoption. 

From a macro perspective, there is demand for $200 trillion in           
currency around the world. At the end of 2017, total          
cryptocurrency market cap represented $600 billion - about .3% of          
global demand for money. 

Additionally, the daily volume of FOREX currency trading is $5          
trillion. Cryptocurrency finished 2017 averaging around $35 billion        
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in daily trading volume. It's hard to believe that cryptocurrency is           
an overblown bubble when it is nowhere near mass adoption yet. 

Here is an S-curve chart showing the disruption of an industry: 

 

Skyrocketing Demand 

The demand for cryptocurrency is skyrocketing. Although the        
current primary use-case is financial speculation, blockchain       
projects will eventually disrupt and displace multiple industries as         
seen in the chart above. 

From its founding in 2012 until the end of October 2017, the            
biggest dollar-to-cryptocurrency exchange in the United States,       
Coinbase, gained 11.7 million users. Then, in November alone,         
they had added another 2 million. That's a 17% increase in a            
single month! And they were adding 100,000 new customers per          
day in early December and easily surpassed 2 million for the           
month. 
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If Coinbase is getting over 2 million new customers every month           
and there are only 21 million bitcoins with more people HODLing           
(refusing to sell) them, do the math. The float number of available            
bitcoins in trade is decreasing while demand to buy them is           
increasing. If that trend continues, expect to see a sharp rise in            
the price in 2018. 

That scenario also applies to Litecoin, Ether and Bitcoin Cash as           
they are scarce, too. There are not enough sellers to satisfy the            
swelling demand for the top cryptos. And Coinbase is only one           
exchange in the United States.  

In short, Coinbase is growing exponentially, and it's unlikely to          
stop as we enter the first quarter of 2018. Especially since all            
crypto folks were probably preaching the gospel to family and          
friends over the holidays. And the avalanche of new adoption is           
global. 

Experts Agree 

Top trends forecaster Gerald Celente agrees. According to his top          
trends of 2018, Celente predicts the meteoric rise of         
cryptocurrencies  will continue in 2018: 

Cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, are not a long-term trend         
but a fraudulent fad. That’s how establishment business        
media pundits and high-profile banking officials relentlessly       
label them. They were wrong in 2017, and our 2018          
"Cryptomania Cash-In" trend will prove them wrong again. 

The Trends Research Institute has consistently predicted       
substantial volatility across digital-currency markets,     
especially as governments worldwide scramble to impose       
regulations and controls over the trading of cryptos, new         
coins entering the market and initial coin offerings (ICOs). 
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However, the media and even cryptocurrency advocates are        
missing the Globalnomic® perspective: As we have       
steadfastly forecast, cryptocurrency’s growth will escalate as       
nations go cashless. 

Paying by apps, cash is not part of the new world order of             
millennials and the generations to follow. And, to them,         
digital currencies are what gold once was for baby boomers:          
safe, comfortable and trusted. 

They see cryptocurrency as a “populist” coin, one of financial          
sovereignty and independence, and not a coin of the realm          
associated with a national identity. And, unlike fiat currencies         
that central banks create when wanted and as needed, with          
cryptos such as bitcoin with only 21 million set to be in            
existence, there are limits on how many can and will be           
produced, thus prices will always be determined by supply         
and demand. 

And as 2017 draws to a close, new trend lines are emerging.            
They signal cryptocurrencies’ strengthening role in the global        
economy in the year ahead. 

Popular cryptocurrency blogger and VC, Ryan Selkis       
(@twobitidiot), published a great article on New Year's Day called          
“95 Crypto Theses for 2018” where he predicted 2017-2019 to be           
the “big bubble”: 

2017–2019 will be THE big crypto bubble. Things could get          
nuttier from here…far nuttier than in the dotcom era. The          
retail investor base is 10x larger, with 24/7 access to the           
FOMO and get rich quickism. And we’ve got CNBC to help           
with the pump! 

Unbelievably, the institutions will be the last money in this          
time, with the futures market and custody solutions just         
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coming online, and the mythical ETFs perhaps not too far          
behind. This has been properly hyped, I think. I could see a            
Q1-Q2 stampede. 

Although it's fairly easy to predict that the overall market cap of            
cryptocurrency should increase in 2018, some projects will fail         
while others succeed. Which cryptocurrencies will grow the most         
in 2018? 

Bitcoin (BTC) versus Bitcoin Cash (BCH) 

Before we examine lesser-known cryptocurrencies, a word on        
Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash. 

Longtime Bitcoin (BTC) HODLers and new investors don't seem         
to care that its payment network no longer functions efficiently.          
Although we believe this is a major problem, the market may not            
care for some time. The limited supply of 21 million and name            
recognition of “Bitcoin” could carry the price far higher long before           
people question its original utility. 

It seems the only thing that could potentially slow the meteoric           
rise in Bitcoin (BTC) in 2018 would be if merchants switch to            
Bitcoin Cash en masse. Coinbase, BitPay, Blockchain and        
OpenBazaar already announced BCH integration, but these       
things take time to fully implement. This is enough of a reason to             
hedge your Bitcoin by owning some Bitcoin Cash. 

Incidentally, we expect both Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash to climb in           
value in 2018. Perhaps as significantly as they did in 2017.           
Ultimately, however, Bitcoin Cash (BCH) seems to have more use          
cases (micropayments, tipping, gambling, etc.) than BTC. Based        
on that, BCH may have more long-term upside than BTC.  
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10 Cryptocurrencies to Watch in 2018 
Here are the cryptocurrencies to keep an eye on in 2018. You can             
trade these coins at Binance. The list is not in a specific order. 

1. Litecoin (LTC) 

Litecoin is well known to most readers. However, we feel so           
strongly that Litecoin is poised to go higher in 2018 that it had to              
be included in this list. First, all top cryptocurrencies, especially          
the ones trading on Coinbase, should continue their parabolic         
climb in the first half this year. 

Only 84 million litecoins will ever exist. And it is the cheapest            
asset on Coinbase, giving it a psychological attraction for new          
investors. Additionally, Charlie Lee, founder of Litecoin, has been         
teasing some big announcements for 2018. 
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2. EOS 

We wrote about EOS during its ICO because of the solid track            
record of the lead developer Dan Larimer. Larimer is the          
co-creator of BitShares and Steemit, both successful platforms in         
their own right. EOS is a distributed financial “operating system”          
similar to Ethereum. EOS aims to solve the scaling issues facing           
Ethereum. EOS, currently in a private beta, was “able to achieve           
100,000 transactions per second on a single machine, and         
decentralized global stress testing achieved 18,000 transactions       
per second on a distributed network.” That is significantly more          
than Ethereum's 15 transactions per second. EOS has a max          
supply of 1 billion tokens. 

3. Cardano (ADA) 

The Cardano protocol and its token ADA bills itself as          
third-generation cryptocurrency aiming to solve scalability and       
sustainability issues plaguing much of the industry. It's unique         
proof-of-stake design combines easy smart contract development       
(like ETH) with a network of staked nodes and a treasury to fund             
the advancement of the project. The lead developer, Charles         
Hoskinson, also helped build BitShares and Ethereum. ADA has a          
max supply of 45 billion. Watch the video below for a more            
detailed explanation: 
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4. OmiseGo (OMG) 

OmiseGO is one of many blockchain projects seeking to create          
an easy-to-use wallet for permissionless banking that seamlessly        
integrates cryptocurrency with government currencies and other       
assets. Their motto is to “Unbank the Banked.” They have a solid            
team and have been endorsed by Ethereum's lead developer         
Vitalik Buterin and Bitcoin Jesus Roger Ver. OMG has a max           
supply of just over 140 million tokens. 

5. Civic (CVC) 

Can identity theft and credit card fraud be solved by a blockchain?            
Civic thinks so. Civic (CVC) is a “secure identity platform” allowing           
users to bridge and manage physical and cyber credentials simply          
and securely. Its use-cases extend to medical records and other          
potentially sensitive private financial data. 
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Civic's founder and CEO, Vinny Lingham, is a respected         
cryptocurrency entrepreneur and venture capitalist on South       
Africa's version of the TV show Shark Tank. CVC has a max            
supply of 1 billion tokens. 

6. Qtum (QTUM) 

Similar to Ethereum, Qtum is a platform to build decentralized          
applications. Qtum is different because it utilizes a        
Turing-complete language stack on a blockchain and it uses the          
UTXO transaction model used in Bitcoin. It also has the unique           
focus to be “executable on mobile devices and compatible with          
major existing blockchain ecosystems.” Anthony Di Iorio, founder        
of Ethereum and Jaxx Wallet, said, “All in all, I believe them            
(Qtum) to be the best team out of China and Asia.” QTUM has a              
total supply of 100 million tokens. 
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7. DigiByte (DGB) 

DigiByte is one of the fastest and most decentralized         
cryptocurrencies aimed at securing data. “The DigiByte       
blockchain is spread over a 100,000+ servers, computers,        
phones, and nodes worldwide. It uses five secure and advanced          
cryptographic mining algorithms to prevent mining centralization       
compared to single algorithm blockchains. Difficulty adjustments       
protect a blockchain from several forms of malicious attacks.” Due          
to its light mining footprint, high speed and security, DigiByte is a            
leading candidate for use in Internet of Things (IoT) and A.I.           
applications. Founder Jared Tate has been working in the space          
for several years. There are just under 10 billion DGB in           
circulation with another 11 billion to be produced for a max supply            
of 21 billion. 

8. SALT 

SALT facilitates loans using cryptocurrency as collateral. Lending        
went live on the SALT platform in December 2017. This a           
valuable service because it allows users to take dollar profits from           
cryptocurrency without paying taxes because the money is        
proceeds from a loan, not income. This is a rare early           
cryptocurrency project that has a clear path to profitability. SALT          
has a seasoned team and is advised by cryptocurrency pioneer          
and founder of ShapeShift, Erik Voorhees. SALT has a max          
supply of 120 million tokens with about 54 million currently in           
circulation. 

9. Komodo (KMD) 

The Komodo Platform provides end-to-end blockchain solutions       
for developers in any industry. Komodo’s flexibility helps people         
launch independent blockchains with their own tokens. Its        
innovative dPOW (delayed proof of work) provides a security         
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layer that creates backups of data and notarizes it to Bitcoin’s           
blockchain, providing even the smallest of blockchains with        
Bitcoin-level security. Komodo also enables private transactions       
using zero-knowledge protections. There are just under 104        
million KMD tokens. 

10. Nuls (NULS) 

Nuls is another enterprise solution platform for building        
decentralized apps. These types of projects are what institutional         
investors are getting interested in. Nuls helps businesses develop         
solutions on the blockchain. Nuls is undervalued compared to its          
competitors like Ethereum and Qtum and is in a good position to            
grow in the coming years. They have a good team and only 40             
million maximum supply. 

There are several other projects that we believe show promise.          
We'll be covering those as well as new ICOs in the coming weeks             
and months. Stay tuned. Thanks for subscribing! 

If you're new to cryptocurrencies, check out these resources to          
get started. 

Coinbase – Top wallet and exchange. Easiest way to buy your           
first Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ether or Bitcoin Cash. Get $10 in free           
Bitcoin with your first deposit. 

Binance – Reliable exchange for trading between multiple        
cryptocurrencies. 

Coin Payments – Accept over 100 cryptocurrencies as payment         
for products & services on your website with this simple plugin. 

Jaxx – Best multi-currency mobile and desktop wallet where you          
control the private keys and can exchange between currencies in          
the wallet. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Mania mode is still well under way in the cryptocurrency space.           
BTC started out the month around the $10k mark, and moved           
sharply higher, breaking $20k mid-month. Since hitting that        
all-time high, the price retreated to the $13k range, then moved           
higher again back to the $15k range where we sit today. Volatility            
to the downside had been missing here prior to December, as we            
saw steady gains day after day. December brought us our first           
heavy correction in some time, as we saw BTC fall from over            
$20k to under $12k in just 5 days. 

Bitcoin is hanging onto its status as the reserve currency in the            
cryptocurrency market, and most new capital has to come in          
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through BTC before it can be deployed into any other          
cryptocurrencies. Given the demand that individual investors, and        
now institutions, have for these coins, we should see a continued           
increase in demand for Bitcoin.  

The BTC market cap increased from about $160 billion to over           
$320 billion last month. Since hitting that level, it has pulled back            
to the $260 billion level we’re at today. More impressive is the            
overall market cap of the cryptocurrency space. We began         
December around the $300 billion level, and have climbed         
steadily higher to about $760 billion today. In our last newsletter           
we mentioned hitting the $800 billion market cap in a few months,            
but in reality it only took a few weeks. Looking at the growth,             
continued demand, and increase of access, we’ll likely be taking          
out the $1 trillion level very soon. In terms of institutional money,            
this is still a tiny market.  

  

Futures contracts started trading last month on the CBOE and          
CME, and both markets appear to be functioning smoothly for          
now. This new market has opened the door to institutional          
investors, with their hundreds of billions of dollars to deploy. An           
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important thing to consider is that most institutions still have zero           
exposure to this space. Large-scale funds are prevented from         
owning investments themselves, therefore all investments are       
held by a “custodian.” Currently, there are no institution-grade         
BTC custodians available. There are a few companies racing to          
enter this space and get the necessary regulatory approval. Once          
these are open for business, and institutions can actually start          
physically trading BTC through them, the doors will be open to           
potentially trillions in new capital.  

While BTC may be all over the news, most investors still don’t            
own any. Ask around and you’ll see, the average mom and pop            
investor has $0 invested here. When the crypto bubble is nearing           
the top, you’ll probably be hearing about BTC from your          
mother-in-law.  

Specific price predictions are near impossible here, as the day’s          
news can swing BTC 30% or more either direction. We have our            
first decent pullback to speak of, though, as we’ve come off a high             
of near $20k, bounced off a low of $12k, and have now moved             
higher back above $15k. Those of you waiting for a pullback to            
get in, this is your chance.  

If you don’t own any Bitcoin we suggest using Coinbase to take            
your first position.  

Again, be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than           
you’re comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with        
possible price swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  
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Silver Update 

 

December was a rather strong move to the upside in the silver            
market. The month began with a decline down to the $15.75 level,            
and then prices shot up sharply to about $17.33 where we sit            
today. The trading range in still in full effect here, as the price has              
bounced between the $15.75 and $18 levels for the past year. At            
some point this range will be broken decisively one way or the            
other; until then it’s a trader’s market, with very easy long/short           
price points.  

Equities markets made new highs as well last month, with the           
DJIA breaking 25,000 for the first time ever, and the Nasdaq           
breaking 7,000. There seems to be no end in sight for the stock             
market bubble, as new highs seem to come nearly every day           
here. We did see gold and silver move up along with the rest of              
the market in December, which is something we don’t typically          
see. Usually precious metals jump when investors are fleeing         
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stocks and looking for a safe haven. The fact that both gold and             
silver did well last month, even with the market breaking out to            
new all-time highs, is an interesting one. Once explanation is the           
simple trading rage. Silver had reached the bottom of its trading           
range, and it was due for a bounce. Others are speculating that            
large sums of money are pouring into gold and silver as a hedge,             
given that the recent run in stock prices has been rather           
excessive.  

The Trump tax plan is basically done now, so many traders are            
wondering if this will be a “buy the rumor, sell the news” scenario             
with equities. Significant tax cuts have been priced into stocks          
lately, as investors are counting on a massive jump in corporate           
profits. Once that’s made official, it’s very likely there won’t be           
another catalyst enticing investors to pile into stocks. If that’s the           
case, we could see a sell-off begin, and then interest could return            
to the precious metals markets.  

These markets tend to move slowly, though, so keep an eye on            
the $15.50 to $18.50 level on silver. Once we’ve decisively broken           
out of this range, one way or the other, we’ll likely have a new              
trend on our hands.  

Our recommendation here remains the same: add to your         
precious metals when demand and prices are low. December         
offered your second chance of the year to get in beneath the $16             
level. We’re now back above $17, but even at that level we think             
silver is a bargain here.  

You can find great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals            
Exchange. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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